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57 ABSTRACT 
An attachment device for affixure on standard vise 
grippliers to form a sheet metal crimping tool. The 
device consists of a pair of identical jaw lugs each hav 
ing similar longitudinal land and groove configurations 
formed therein. The jaw lugs are secured to each of 
the upper and lower jaw of the vise gripplier in align 
ment such that the land and groove formations close 
in mating engagement to effect longitudinal, corru 
gated crimping of a sheet metal object upon applica 
tion of pressure. 

3 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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PIPE CRIMPING ATTACHMENT 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 
The invention relates to an attachment for plier-type 

hand tools and, more particularly, but not by way of 
limitation, it relates to mating, identical lug attach 
ments for affixure to the jaws of a standard vise grip 
plier to form a sheet metal crimping tool. 

2. Prior Art 
The prior art crimping tools of the hand type have 

taken the form of specially constructed scissor-type 
manipulating tools of sufficient length to provide requi 
site leverage. Such tools of necessity, have been rela 
tively unwieldy and have required an inordinate 
amount of storage space within the sheet metal working 
man's toolkit or work space. The prior art with respect 
to attachment tools, as specifically adapted for plier 
type hand tools, contains no prior teaching as to a sheet 
metal crimping attachment of the type constituting the 
present invention. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a hand crimping tool 
in the form of an attachment device which may be uti 
lized when required by affixure to the upper and lower 
jaws of a standard vise gripplier. More particularly, the 
invention consists of two identical jaw lugs, as may be 
formed using the same identical die, the corrugated 
work face of the jaw being so formed that any two jaw 
lugs can be opposed in mating engagement. The op 
posed jaw lugs are affixed to the upper and lower jaws 
of the vise gripplier by means of set screws to enable 
rapid assembly and disassembly of the gripping tool 
when the exigencies of a particular work operation re 
quire. 
Therefore, it is an object of the present invention to 

provide an attachment for a standard hand tool to en 
able diverse utility. 

It is also an object of the present invention to make 
a manual crimping tool available to the sheet metal 
man without taking up space and adding weight to the 
standard or average tool box contents. 
It is yet another object of the present invention to en 

able construction of opposed crimping lugs each of 
which can be formed with the same identical die or 
forming member, 

Finally, it is an object of the present invention to pro 
vide an attachment-type sheet metal crimping tool for 
use with standard vise grippliers, which offers addi 
tional functions as a forcing, bracing and hammering 
tool as utilized in various forms of sheet metal work. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention will be 

evident from the following detailed description when 
read in conjunction with the accompanying drawing 
which illustrates the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the crimping attach 

ment of the invention as affixed in operative engage 
ment to vise grippliers; 
FIG. 2 is a sectional view illustrating the work face 

engagement of the crimping tool relative to a sheet 
metal edge; 
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2 
FIG. 3 is a side elevational view with portions shown 

in outline of the crimping tool attachment of the inven 
tion; 
FIG. 4 is an exploded rear view in elevation of the 

crimping tool attachment with vise grip portions shown 
in outline. - 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 
Referring to FIG. 1, a crimping attachment 10 is 

shown as securely affixed in operational position on a 
pair of vise grippliers 12, a standard and commercially 
available tool. Thus, vise gripplier 12 consists of a main 
handle 14 and lever handle 16, main handle 14 being 
rigidly formed to extend into an upper jaw 18 while a 
lower jaw 20 is pivotally affixed thereto at a pivot point 
22. The lower jaw 20 is also pivotally attached at pivot 
point 24 to lever handle 16 which pivotally supports a 
guide rod 26 up within main handle 14 in contacting 
engagement with adjusting screw 28. The vise grip 12 
is entirely unmodified from one of the commercially 
available, general types. 
The crimping attachment 10 is made up of an upper 

jaw lug 30 and a lower jaw lug 32, each of which is se 
curely affixed on respective upper jaw 18 and lower jaw 
20 of vise grip plier 12 by oppositely disposed set 
screws 34, as will be further described below. The 
upper jaw lug 30 and lower jaw lug 32 are affixed on 
vise grippliers 12 so that the mating work faces 36 and 
38, as shown in FIG. 2, may be closed along interface 
40. FIG. 2 illustrates the manner in which upper jaw lug 
30 and lower jaw lug 32 are closed under force upon 
an edge section of sheet metal 42 to form corrugations 
therein. It may be noted too that the respective work 
faces 36 and 38 are identically formed so that upon re 
versal, or when installed in opposed relationship, the 
work faces mate to perform the corrugating function. 
This construction technique allows both upper and 
lower jaw lugs 30 and 32 to be formed from the same 
identical die or casting mold while assuring constant fit 
and positive mating engagement. 

Referring also to FIGS. 3 and 4, the manner of affix 
ure is illustrated in greater detail. Thus, upper jaw lug 
30 includes a pair of opposed, in-line threaded bores 44 
and 46 extending into a jaw receiving cavity 48 which 
receives the upper jaw 18 of vise gripplier 12 therein. 
A pair of allen set screws 34 can then be threaded into 
respective bores 44 and 46 and tightened into position 
to securely affix the upper jaw lug 30 thereto. 
The lower jaw lug32 is, of course, of identical config 

uration having oppositely disposed and in-line threaded 
bores 44b and 46b extending into ajaw receiving cavity 
48b which receives the lower jaw 20 of vise grippliers 
12 therein. Once again, a pair of oppositely disposed 
set screws 34 are inserted and tightened against the side 
surfaces of lower jaw 20 of vise grip 12. As is conven 
tional, the upper jaw 18 is of greater thickness than the 
lower jaw 20 of vise grippliers 12; however, the jaw re 
ceiving holes 48 and 48b are of sufficient size to receive 
any of the conventional plier forms and reasonable 
variations thereof. In practice, the skilled workman 
would develop a method of partial securing of set 
screws 34 and setting of the jaw lug interface 30 in 
alignment prior to final tightening of the set screws 34 
into secure operative affixure. 

In operation, the skilled sheet metal man, for exam 
plea man performing work securing metal conduit of 
various types as air flow ducting, water spout conduit 
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and the like, may carry the vise grippliers 12 as well as 
upper jaw lug 30 and lower jaw lug 32 in his operating 
tool box. The vise gripplier 12 is still free for selection 
and usage in any of numerous jobs wherein such a tool 
becomes a desirable and effective contributor. In addi 
tion, in those instances where it is necessary to crimp 
a sheet metal edge, e.g., in reducing the cross-sectional 
area of a female joining member for insertion in the 
mating male member, the workman merely has to as 
sembly the jaw lugs 30 and 32 on vise grippliers 12 and 
adjust the leverage and/or degree of closure by setting 
of adjustment screw 28. 
As previously stated, each workman may develop his 

own technique, any of which will assure proper align 
ment of mating work faces 36 and 38 when all of the 

4 
increased work capability to the skilled sheet metal 
worker without requiring an attendant increase in tool 
hardware and toolbox weight. The invention is formed 
in such manner that use of a single die or forming aid 
may be utilized to form both upper and lower mating 
work pieces, each of which is then readily adapted for 
affixure to a plier implement suitable for supplying the 
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15 
set screws 34, i.e., for each of upper jaw lug 30 and . 
lower jaw lug32, have been securely fastened in set re 
lationship against respective upper jaw 18 and lower 
jaw 20 of vise grippliers 12. In the case of a drain spout 
section, by way of example, the worker can readily 
crimp the circumference of the pipe section end 
thereby to reduce its overall outer circumference and 
to enable an easy insertion into a mating male conduit 
section. This is only one example as there are very 
many applications in sheet metal work where it is desir 
able to crimp a sheet metal edge prior to its final dispo 
sition or placement. 
Additionally, the crimping attachment tool 10 has 

ancillary utility in the same applications. Thus, when 
the vise grippliers 12 are tightened down so that lever 
handle 16 locks with tool work faces 36 and 38 closed, 
the crimping attachment tool 10 serves as a quite effec 
tive hammering tool either external to conduit work or 
for insertion upward within a sheet metal conduit sec 
tion for bending or turning dovetails and the like. Upon 
completion of usage of the crimping attachment 10, or 
a desire to utilize the vise grippliers 12 for characteris 
tic duty, it is only necessary to loosen one of said screws 
34 on each of upper and lower jaw lugs 30 and 32 to 
effect removal. 
The foregoing describes a novel attachment device of 

relatively simple and unitary structure which can be 
readily affixed to the jaw struction of a vise grippliers 
to serve as a sheet metal crimping, bending or clamping 
tool, The invention is of such character as to provide 
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requisite leverage or closure force. 
Changes may be made in the combination and ar 

rangement of elements as heretofore set forth in the 
specification and shown in the drawings; it being under 
stood that changes may be made in the embodiments 
disclosed without departing from the spirit and scope 
of the invention as defined in the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A sheet metal crimping attachment tool device for 

affixure to a plier implement having upper and lower 
jaws comprising: 

first and second jaw lugs each identically formed of 
similar shape and identical work facing, each being 
secured in opposite longitudinal orientation to one 
of the respective upper and lower jaws of said plier 
implement in secure affixure with said work faces 
aligned in directly opposed mating engagement 
upon closure of said plier implement; 

each of said jaw lug work faces being formed with a 
plurality of parallel lands and grooves disposed lon 
gitudinally along said jaw lug, one side of said work 
face terminating in a longitudinal land center and 
the opposite side terminating in a longitudinal 
groove center, and each of said jaw lugs being 
formed with a similar jaw receiving cavity in the 
rear facing of saidjaw lug and including a ransverse 
threaded bore in communication with said cavity 
for receiving a securing set screw. 

2. An attachment as set forth in claim 1 wherein said 
jaw lug work faces each have at least three complete 
lands and three complete grooves. 

3. An attachment tool as set forth in claim 1 wherein: 

each jaw lug includes two aligned threaded bores in 
communication with said cavity to receive set 
screws on each side of a respective plier implement 
Jaw. 
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